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PG8E Comments on Federal Re ister Notice dated Janua 22 1999 Re ardin
Re ulato Assessment and Oversi ht

Dear Mr. Meyer:

PG8 E is providing comments on the Federal Register dated January 22, 1999
(Volume 64, Number 14), pages 3576-3578, regarding proposed changes to improve
the inspection and assessment processes for overseeing the commercial nuclear
power industry. In addition PG8 E endorses NEI's comments, as provided in their
February 22, 1999, letter. PG8 E believes the proposed new program appropriately
reflects improvements in safety, reliability, and performance of the nuclear power
industry as well as the need for the NRC to regulate the industry effectively and
efficiently.

PG8E has participated in a series of workshops and public meetings during the last
year. The proposed program appears to be responsive to the public and industry
comments from these meetings and workshops. PG8E commends the NRC and NEI
for undertaking this effort to reevaluate the regulatory oversight process in a well
structured, risk informed manner. Specific PG8E comments on this new proposed
process are provided in the attachment.

In addition to the attached responses, PG8 E desires to emphasis the following
specific issues/comments:

Definition of Performance Indicators (Pls) - it is fundamental to the success of
this program that each performance indicator is specifically defined including
the necessity to revise previous Pl reported results, if required, based on
finding past conditions that could impact the Pls, and how revisions will be
implemented. Any adjustment to past Pl results should give appropriate
consideration for licensee self assessment and corrective action programs.
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Mr. David L. Meyer
February 22, 1999
Page 2

> The integration of Pls into the annual meeting process - it is recommended
the annual meeting focus on the Pls and that inspection findings be used as
additional inputs to reinforce the new NRC performance criteria.

Inspection-findings and Pls - Inspection findings should be considered
separately or a formula developed for applying the inspection findings to the
Pls.

The Pls, the action matrix and associated NRC actions should continue to
encourage aggressive self-identification of issues and conservative [licensee]
decision making.

Licensee self assessment should be specifically addressed as part of the new
assessment process, including how the NRC will evaluate and appropriately
consider the licensee assessment program in determining the NRC oversight
and inspection program.

k PG8 E proposes that a review of the past three years of significant inspection
findings against the Pls would be beneficial when combined with the six-
month pilot program. This would provide the NRC and industry more
information to assist in determining, the method to evaluate inspection findings
impact on cornerstones.

Since ely,

Lawrence F. Womack

cc: David H. Oatley
Gregory M. Rueger
James E. Tomkins
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Attachment 1

~
Federal Register 3576-3578 dated January 22, 1999, requested public comment
on the Nuclear Regulatory Commission's (NRC's) proposed significant revisions
to its processes for overseeing the safety performance of commercial nuclear
power plants. The following are PG8 E's comments on the proposed process
revisions. In accordance with guidance in the Federal Register request, PG8E
is providing its comments keyed to the specific questions identified in the

'ederal Register.

A. Regulatory Oversight Framework, Performance Indicafors, and
Thresh olds

1. Framework Sfrucfure

The oversight frameworkincludes cornerstones ofsafety that (1) limit the
frequency ofinifiating evenfs; (2) ensure fhe availabilify, reliability, and
capability ofmitigating systems; (3) ensure the infegrity of fhe fuel
cladding, fhe reactor coolanf sysfem, and containmenf boundaries; (4)
ensure fhe adequacy of fhe emergency preparedness funcfions; (5)
profecf the public from exposure fo radioactive material releases; (6)
protect nuclear planf workers from exposure fo radiation; and (7) provide
assurance fhaf the physical protection system can profecf against fhe
design-basis fhreaf of radiological sabofage. Are fhere any ofher
significant areas thaf need to be addressedin order for the NRC to meef
its mission of ensuring thaf commercial nuclear power plants are operafed
in a manner thaf provides adequafe profecfion ofpublic health and safety
and the environmenf and protects against radiological sabofage and the
theft or diversion of special nuclear materials?

Res onse to A.1

PG8 E does not believe that there are any additional areas of significance
from a risk perspective.

2. Performance Bands

The oversight frameworkincludes fhresholds for defermining licensee
performance wifhin four performance bands: a licensee response band,
an increased regulatory response band, a required regulatory response
band, and an unaccepfable performance band. The fhresholds befween
the bands were selecfed to identify significant deviations from nominal
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indusfry performance and fo differenfiafe between levels of risk
significance, asindicated by Pls or inspection findings. Are there
alfernative means ofsetting thresholds between the bands fhaf should be
considered?

Res onse to A.2

PGKE believes that the four performance bands provide a reasonable
means of establishing thresholds that identify significant deviations from
the industry nominal performance and differentiate between levels of risk
significance.

3. Performance Indicafors

The NRC staff developed a set of 20indicators to measure importanf
aftributes of fhe seven areas lisfed in question 1 above. The Pls, fogether
wifh findings from associafed baseline inspectionsin atfribufes nof fully
measured or not measured af all by fhe indicators, should provide a broad
sample of data on which to assess licensee performancein fhose
importanf aftribufes. One reason these specificindicators were proposed
is because they are readily available and can be implemenfedin a short
period of fime. Ofherindicafors willbe developed and included in fhe
oversight process as their abilifyfo measure licensee performance is
determined. UVillthese Pls, along wifhinspecfion findings, be effecfivein
defermining varying levels of licensee performance?

Res onse to A.3

PG8 E agrees with the NRC and industry position that the initial Pls
should be based on readily available data. With the exception of
emergency planning and security, the Pls would appear to meet this
criteria.

Utilityinspection data for all plants indicates that for the cornerstones that
were part of the old SALP Plant Support Category (Radiation Protection,
Emergency Planning, and Safeguards), the new assessment process
would not provide any substantial inspection relief over the current level
of effort being expended. Under the SALP process, these areas were all
part of one rating by the NRC and now they are individual areas with
multiple performance indicators each with its own potential to drive an
increase in NRC management attention via the Action Matrix. As noted in
SECY-99-007, the historical information on Pls for emergency planning
and security does not currently exist. Some of the required information
for these two Pls may be difficultto gather, and these two proposed
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Attachment 1

performance indicators are not risk based. Therefore, it is recommended
that the NRC not implement the performance indicators for emergency
planning or security, and instead continue to rely upon the current NRC
inspection process pending the industry development of true risk based
performance indicators in these areas.

Based on NEI and NRC benchmarking efforts, it would appear that the Pls
provide an effective means of determining varying levels of performance
with the exception of design basis and licensing issues. It should be
noted that design and licensing basis issues have been prominent in
several recent plant performance declines. It would appear that NRC
inspection would continue to be the appropriate method for the NRC to
monitor this important area. It is recommended that this allocation of
baseline NRC inspection resources consider licensee self assessment of
this area and appropriately reduce the amount of baseline inspection.
However, the criteria for establishing acceptable performance thresholds
of the design and licensing basis area have not been specifically
addressed in SECY-99-007. PGRE believes this area requires further
joint development by the NRC and industry.

PGRE recommends that the NRC work,with NEI to develop a Pl manual to
provide further guidance on the Pls to ensure consistent application and
reporting. Additional comments on the inspection process are provided in
response to B.2 below

Ofher Comments

Are fhere any other commenfs related fo the oversight framework, Pls, or
thresh olds?

Res onse to A.4

PGRE believes that further development is required on how Pls and
inspection findings will be evaluated together to assess performance of
an area. It is our understanding that the NRC and NEI are continuing to
work on this area and PGE would encourage this effort. PG&E would
suggest that inspection issues be evaluated based on an operability/risk
concept. It is proposed that if an inspection finding does not result in a
system or component being declared inoperable, then the Pl would be
used to assess performance of an area. If the inspection finding resulted
in a system or component being declared inoperable, then the risk of the
issue should be evaluated and the Pl adjusted ifdetermined to be risk
significant from a design/licensing basis perspective.
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An example of the application of this concept is as follows. An inspection
is performed and identified that the design basis was not appropriately
implemented in the plant. Three scenarios are postulated. Scenario 1 is
that the inspection finding does not impact the operability of safety
equipment. The inspection finding if appropriately entered into the utility
corrective action system would not impact the Pl or cornerstone.
Scenario 2 is that the inspection finding results in safety system,
inoperability. The result would then be evaluated for its risk significance.
If the risk was not significant, then the inspection finding would not impact
the Pl or cornerstone. Scenario 3 is that the inspection finding results in
safety system inoperability that is risk significant. In this scenario, the Pl
would be adjusted for the period of time that the equipment was impacted.

Risk-Informed Baseline Inspections

Inspectable Areas

The proposed baseline inspection programis based on a set of
inspectable areas that, in conjunction with the Pls, provides enough
information to determine whether the objectives of each cornerstone of
safety are being met. Are there any other areas not encompassed by the
inspectable areas that need to be reviewed to achieve the same goal?

Res onse to B.1

PG&E believes that the proposed inspection areas appear adequate to
determine that the objectives of the cornerstones of safety are being met.

Other Comments

Are there any other comments related to the proposed baseline inspection
program?

Res onse to B.2

PGRE has no further comments on the proposed baseline inspection
program.

Assessment Process

Frequency ofAssessments

The proposed assessment process provides four levels of review of
licensee performance: continuous, quarterly, semiannual, and annual.
Each successive levelis performed at a higher organizational level within
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the NRC. The semiannual and annual periods would coincide with an
annualinspection planning process and fhe NRC's budgeting process.
Are fhe proposed assessmenf periods sufficien to maintain a current
undersfanding of licensee performance?

Res onse to C.1

The proposed assessment periods appear to be adequate to maintain a
current understanding of licensee performance.

2. Action Decision Model

An acfion matrix was developed to provide guidance for consisfenfly
considering those actions thaf the NRC needs to fake in response fo fhe
assessed performance of licensees. The actions are categorizedinfo four
areas (management meeting, licensee action, NRC inspecfion, and
regulafory action) and are graded across five ranges of licensee
performance. The decision fo take an acfion would be determined directly
from fhe threshold assessments ofPls andinspection areas. As changes
in performance become more significant, more significant acfions would
be considered. The acfion mafrixis nofintended fo be absolufe. It
esfablishes expecfations for NRC-licensee interacfions, licensee acfions,
and NRC acfions and does nof preclude taking less action or addifional
acfion, whenjustified.

Willfhe use of fhe action mafrix and underlying decision logic reasonably
resulf in timely and effective acfion?

Res onse to C.2

PGRE believes that the action matrix and underlying logic should result in
timely and effective action. PGBE understands that part of the underlying
decision logic used in development of the new assessment process is to
rely to the extent practicable on the licensee corrective action program
assuming that this program is performing acceptably. In addition, the
action matrix and associated NRC actions should continue to encourage
aggressive self identification of issues and conservative licensee decision
making. Some of the details of the Pls and action matrix could, ifnot
corrected as discussed below, discourage aggressive self identification
and conservative licensee decision making. For example, the Pl on
transients due to unplanned changes in reactor power of greater than
20% per 7,000 critical hours, indicates that these events are those that
are initiated before the end of the week following the discovery of an off-
normal condition. This Pl may tend to encourage delaying action to an
emergent issue since prompt and conservative action would result in an
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adverse Pl input. An example would be discovery of a leaking valve that
required a power reduction to repair. The Pl could discourage prompt
repair of the valve and instead cause delay of repair until a future time
such as an outage so that the repair can be considered planned. Another
example of the potential adverse affect of this PI is discouraging power
reduction due to severe weather conditions since this would be
considered as an adverse Pl input. Perhaps further clarification of this PI
is warranted to encourage conservative decision making.

Communicating Assessmenf Results

The proposed assessmenf processincludes several mefhods for
communicating informafion fo licensees and the public. Firsf, fhe
information being assessed (Pls andinspecfion results) willbe made
public as the information becomes available. Second, fhe NRC willsend
each licensee a lefter every 6 monfhs thaf describes any changesin the
NRC's plannedinspecfions for the upcoming 6 monfhs on the basis of
licensee performance. Third, each licensee willreceive an annual report
fhaf includes fhe NRC's assessmenf of the licensee's performance and
any associafed actions taken because of thaf performance. In addition to
issuing the annual assessmenf report, fhe NRC willhold an annual public
meefing wifh each licensee to discussits performance. Finally, a public
meefing wifh the Commission willbe held annually fo discuss fhe
performance at all planfs. Do fhese reports and meefings provide
sufficient opportunity for licensees and the general public fo gain an
understanding ofperformance and toinferacf with the NRC?

Res onse to C.3

The proposed reports and meetings would appear to provide sufficient
opportunity for licensees and the general public to gain an understanding
of performance and interact with the NRC.

Ofher Comments

Are fhere any other commenfs related to fhe proposed assessmenf
process?

Res onse to C.4

None.

Implementafion

Transition Plan
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The Commission paperincludes a transifion plan fhafidenfifiesimportanf
acfivifies needed to complefe and implemenf fhe proposed processes. Are
there other major acfivities not identified on the plan fhaf ifnof
accomplished could prevent successful implementation of the proposed
processes?

Res onse to E.1

Should there be a significant reduction in NRC personnel as a result of
this new process, it is suggested that the NRC consider developing as
part of its transition plan, an employee transition program. This employee
program should include: frequent communications; employee assistance
programs; and maintenance of key NRC personnel to assure consistency
of NRC policy and assessment implementation. If there is a significant
change in key NRC personnel, it should be recognized that this will
adversely impact NRC licensee communications and needs to be
addressed as part of the transition plan.

Other Comments

Are there any ofher commenfs related to implemenfing fhe new
processes?

Res onse to E.2

None.

Addifional Commenfs

In addition fo the previously mentioned issues, commenters are invifed to
give any ofher views on fhe NRC assessment process that could assisf
fhe NRC in improving its effectiveness.

Res onsetoF

PG8 E would encourage the NRC to continue to address the industry
comments on the enforcement process, including how it will interface with
the new performance assessment process. Further work on this area
could eliminate what appears to many as a very subjective area that
sometimes devotes significant resources to non risk significant issues.
The public often has a very difficulttime understanding the relationship
between enforcement and performance.
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